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484a Tuesday, February 28, 2012transfer (FRET) between labeled proteins and suitable donors/acceptors creat-
ing a practical assay for binding interactions and measurements of donor-
acceptor distances.
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Direct Measurement of HIV-1 Reverse Transcriptase Binding Kinetics,
One Complex at a Time
Grant D. Schauer, Nicolas Sluis-Cremer, Sanford H. Leuba.
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA, USA.
HIV-1 reverse transcriptase (RT) is entirely responsible for the conversion of
the viral RNA genome into double stranded DNA. Due to its essential role in
virus replication, it is a primary target for drug development. In order to ratio-
nally modulate RT binding to its Template/Primer (T/P) substrate using novel
inhibitory compounds, an accurate description of DNA-protein binding kinetics
in the absence of ensemble averaging is crucial. We are therefore developing
a robust single-molecule assay to directly measure the association/dissociation
rates of protein-nucleic acid complexes at equilibrium. Utilizing this method in
comparison with bulk methods, we describe in detail the effects of various
known RT inhibitors (RTIs) as well as novel RTIs under development in our
laboratory on the binding kinetics of individual RT-T/P complexes.
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Spliceosomes are multi-megadalton ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes re-
sponsible for catalyzing the removal of noncoding introns from eukaryotic pre-
cursor messenger RNA (pre-mRNA) transcripts and ligating the flanking
coding exon sequences to produce a mature messenger RNA (mRNA). Spliceo-
somal assembly and catalysis require a highly dynamic coordination of proteins
and RNAs with the purpose of producing mature mRNA that can be properly
transcribed by the ribosome. Due to the complexity of the process and a lack
of suitable tools, there is still much unknown about the assembly of the spliceo-
some. Single molecule fluorescence microscopy tools have recently been de-
veloped for studies of spliceosome assembly and dynamics of the pre-mRNA
substrate throughout splicing.
In an effort to advance the study of splicing and delineate the exact timing and
dynamics required to achieve splicing, we are currently investigating methods
for the site-specific labeling of proteins, one of these methods being protein
trans-splicing (PTS) using a split intein. Protein splicing is a naturally occurring
process in which a protein editor, called an intein, excises itself out of a host
protein in which it is embedded creating a new peptide bond between its two
flanking regions, the exteins. PTS uses an artificially or naturally split intein
to create a new peptide bond between flanking exteins similar to protein splic-
ing. Upon incubation of the two components, protein splicing will take place,
resulting in the ligation of the two extein regions. By fluorescently labeling one
of the extein components, we hope to use PTS to site-specifically label several
spliceosomal proteins with the ultimate goal of correlating the association and
dissociation of spliceosomal components with pre-mRNA dynamics in order to
gain a better understanding of the mechanism of pre-mRNA splicing.
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The copy number of a specific mRNA and its subcellular localization in cells is
a mode by which cells can regulate protein synthesis. Beta-actin mRNA is
transported to filopodia upon serum stimulation, regions of cell growth and
movement where actin polymerization is essential (1). The copy number of
mRNA molecules directly translates to the amount of actin monomers that
are synthesized. Quantifying the actin mRNA copy numbers provides a measure
of how polymerization of actin is regulated.
To this extent, we apply stochastic super-resolution microscopy with photo-
switchable fluorescent probes combined with single-molecule localization
(2,3) for quantitative studies of mRNA concentration and localization in eu-
karyotic cells. For this purpose, we apply various labelling approaches for
mRNA, including well-established methods such as fluorescence in-situ hy-
bridization (FISH) (4). Focussing on actin mRNA, we derive quantitative infor-
mation on copy numbers, and we apply coordinate-based algorithms to analyze
our single-molecule super-resolution data.
References
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The human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) Gag protein is essential for
retroviral assembly. During viral maturation, Gag is processed to form matrix
(MA), capsid (CA), and nucleocapsid (NC). NC is initially cleaved into
NCp15, then NCp9, and finally NCp7. NCp7 functions as a nucleic acid chaper-
one during retroviral replication, in which it rearranges nucleic acids to facilitate
reverse transcription and recombination. The role of Gag cleavage intermediates
in facilitating nucleic acid remodeling is notwell understood, although it is likely
that they also function as chaperones during viral assembly and early reverse
transcription steps.We use singlemolecule stretching to probe theDNA interac-
tions of these three NC protein forms. In the presence of NCp7, the DNA elon-
gates at a lower force almost reversibly, demonstrating that NCp7 facilitates
structural transitions in DNA with rapid kinetics. To quantitatively probe the
DNA annealing kinetics after the DNA is destabilized by force, we monitor
the DNA length at constant force as it relaxes towards equilibrium. The time
scale of annealing is found to be tens of seconds, suggesting that, while the kinet-
ics of NCs interactions are faster than many single-stranded DNA binding pro-
teins, the final structural rearrangement is only moderately fast. These results
also suggest NCp7 acts as a weak intercalator, allowing the two DNA strands
to remain together as the dsDNA structure is destabilized, likely facilitating nu-
cleic acid rearrangements. Somewhat different behavior is observed when DNA
is stretched and released in the presence of NCp9 and NCp15, and we will apply
thismethod to quantitatively determine the differences inDNAinteraction kinet-
ics for all three HIV-1 NC proteins. This work was funded in part by Federal
Funds from NCI, NIH under contract HHSN261200800001E (RJG).
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The electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) is one of the most popular
tools in molecular biology for measuring DNA-protein interactions. The tech-
nique uses polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis to separate DNA-protein or
RNA-protein complexes from free DNA or RNA. Polyacrylamide gels stabilize
DNA-protein, RNA-protein, or protein-protein complexes by a crowding or
caging mechanism. Still every technique has its limitations. EMSA, as stan-
dardly practiced today, works well for complexes with association binding
constants Ka>10
9 M1 under normal conditions of salt and pH. Many DNA-
protein complexes are not stable enough so that they dissociate while moving
through the gel matrix giving smeared bands that are difficult to quantitate re-
liably. We take advantage of our previous observation that neutral osmolytes
can strongly slow down the rate of DNA-protein complex dissociation to
develop a method that uses osmotic stress to stabilize complexes in the gel
matrix as well as in the solution. In this work we demonstrate that the addition
of the osmolyte triethylene glycol to polyacrylamide gels dramatically stabi-
lizes labile restriction endonuclease EcoRI complexes with nonspecific DNA
sequences enabling quantitation of binding using the electrophoretic mobility
shift assay. The significant improvement of the technique resulting from the
addition of osmolytes to the gel matrix greatly extends the range of binding
constants of protein-DNA complexes that can be investigated using this widely
used assay. Extension of this approach to other techniques used for separating
bound and free components such as gel chromatography and capillary electro-
phoresis is straightforward.
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Replication forks may stall as a result of unrepaired DNA lesions or premature
dissociation of the components of the replication machinery. Stalled forks are
unstable and their collapse is extremely dangerous, as it may result in double
stranded DNA breaks. Rad5 is a yeast protein with human homologs having
a proposed replication fork reversal activity, which may facilitate the restart
of stalled replication forks. Rad5 is a SWI/SNF ATPase having no canonical
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process four-armed forks with homologous arms. Our study is aimed at deci-
phering Rad5 mechanochemical activities. Beside full-length Rad5, we also
used an N-terminal truncated construct lacking the HIRAN domain. The rela-
tively low basal (DNA-free) ATPase activity of Rad5 is accelerated by both
ssDNA and dsDNA. Poly-dT ssDNA and dsDNA enhance this activity 5 and
50 times, respectively. This difference suggests that the enzyme acts differently
on the two types of substrate. We observed limited ssDNA length dependence
of the ATPase activity. Our results indicate a large Rad5 effective binding site
of 60 nt. We are now investigating dsDNA length dependence to decipher
dsDNA translocation mechanochemistry proposed to support fork dissolution.
We are in progress of determining the mechanochemical coupling between
ATP consumption and fork regression by applying single-turnover kinetic
methods.
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We present a novel approach for single DNAmolecule Here we present a novel
approach of elongation and reversible immobilization of DNA molecules on
neutravidin surfaces by simple control of chemical environments. We demon-
strate biocompatibility on the neutravidin surface with restriction enzyme reac-
tions for optical mapping and ligase reactions for tethered DNA. Compared to
previous approaches, the use of neutravidin surfaces has unique advantages.
First, protein coated surfaces provide biocompatible environments favorable
for enzyme reactions. Second, DNA is reversibly immobilized on neutravidin
surfaces, which can be beneficial for the development of more complex and in-
tegrated genome analysis systems. Finally, neutravidin surfaces are able to
tether DNA using biotin labels, which provides a variety of possibilities for
the development of advanced genome analysis platforms.
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Mitochondria and nuclei contain their own DNA and thus require topoiso-
merases for DNA metabolism. In vertebrates, the nuclear and mitochondrial
topoisomerases IB are encoded by different genes. Although nuclear (nTop1)
and mitochondrial (Top1mt) topoisomerases IB share a high degree of se-
quence similarity in their core domains, they are not transferable between the
two organelles. To understand the mechanisms underlying this functional dif-
ference, we investigated the DNA relaxation activities of nTop1 and Top1mt
using an in-vitro single molecule assay, and compared them to a N-terminal
deletion mutant of nTop1 (Top68). Top68 provides insight into the functional
significance of the N-terminal domain, which is largely missing in Top1mt. We
characterized the topoisomerase catalytic steps by measuring uncoiling rate
(turn/s), number of relaxed supercoils (uncoiling step-size), and time duration
between nicking and resealing (religation time) as a function of the torque
(twist) on the DNA. By adopting a periodic energy landscape model to charac-
terize the differences among enzymes and using torque to probe uncoiling and
religation, we find that Top1mt exhibits strong torque dependence as its uncoil-
ing rate and average uncoiling step-size increase with increasing torque. On the
other hand, the uncoiling rate and step-size of nTop1 are relatively insensitive
to torque. The uncoiling rate and to a lesser extent the step-size of Top68 de-
pends on torque, indicating a role of the N-terminal domain in DNA relaxation.
These results demonstrate that protein domains distal to the DNA binding
pocket and cleavage active site participate in the relaxation process including
DNA rotation and religation.
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Direct observation of a multi-protein DNA repair pathway is now possible us-
ing single molecule methods. Previously we have shown that UvrA and UvrB
belonging to the bacterial nucleotide excision repair pathway collaborate to lo-
cate damage. Here we report on the next phase of repair, dual incision by UvrC.
However as UvrC is in such short supply in the cell, locating a pre-incision
complex at a site of damage becomes the key rate limiting step of NER.By labelling UvrB and UvrC with different coloured quantum dots their inter-
actions with DNA tightropes can be studied at the single molecule level using
oblique angle fluorescence microscopy. We found UvrC interacts with DNA
and performs a 1D diffusional search (7.4x102 mm2s1). Surprisingly, we
also found that UvrC could load UvrB onto DNA generating a previously un-
seen UvrBC-DNA complex. This UvrBC complex is highly mobile relative to
UvrC alone (15% vs. 57% mobility) and engages in unbiased 1D diffusion with
a coefficient of 6.6x103 mm2s1. Ionic strength profoundly affects the motion
of the proteins; at elevated salt more UvrC molecules slide, however UvrBC
mobility remains constant. Furthermore, the inclusion of ATP decreases
UvrBC’s dwell time on DNA from 175s to 83s. Based on these and further re-
sults from the study of various mutants we deduce that UvrB switches UvrC’s
search mechanism from 3D distributive to 1D sliding. We propose a new
chaperoning role for UvrB in NER, where it protects the genome from un-
wanted UvrC nuclease activity but facilitates UvrC’s location of pre-incision
UvrB complexes.
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To repair DNA, AGT partitions between adduct-containing sites and a large ex-
cess of genomic DNA. Cooperative binding results in an all-or-nothing associ-
ation on short templates. The apparent binding site size (mean = 4.4 bp)
oscillates with template length. This site size is smaller than the length
(~8 bp) occupied in crystalline 1:1 complexes. Models that take these features
into account predict that optimal protein-protein contacts will occur when the
DNA is torsionally relaxed. Supporting this prediction, AGT binds relaxed
DNAs in preference to negatively-supercoiled forms and AGT binding is ac-
companied by a small net unwinding (~7.1 deg/protein). These results predict
that AGT will partition in favor of torsionally-relaxed, relatively protein-free
DNA structures like those near replication forks. Cooperative clusters form
when substrate DNA is much longer than the cooperative unit. We used
Kowalczykowski’s method to predict the number of protein monomers per
cluster as a function of [AGT]. Predictions were tested using atomic force mi-
croscopy (AFM). We found that cluster sizes increased with [AGT], until clus-
ters contained ~8 proteins. At higher [AGT], the number of clusters increased
but cluster size remained constant. A comparison of the cooperative part of the
binding free energy with the torsional part of the DNA deformation free energy
suggests that accumulated torsional strain is the factor that limits cooperative
cluster size. Supported by NIH grant GM 070662.
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Transcription initiation is a highly regulated process whereby RNA polymerase
(RNAP) binds to promoter DNA and undergoes numerous conformational
changes which melt ~14 base-pairs around the transcription start site and
form the RNAP-DNA open complex (RPo), which can start transcription and
escape from the promoter. Despite the dynamics of initiation and its regulatory
importance, little is known about the kinetics of different stages during initia-
tion. Using single-molecule FRET on RPo in solution, we previously showed
that RPo undergoes millisecond-timescale fluctuations; however, direct visual-
ization of these dynamics was not possible. Further, studies of RPo immobi-
lized on PEG-ylated surfaces were hampered due to limited complex stability.
We addressed these challenges by encapsulating complexes within lipid vesi-
cles and surface-immobilizing vesicles for total internal reflection fluorescence
microscopy. Since encapsulated complexes diffuse freely within vesicles, they
are not perturbed by surface interactions. Accordingly, the fraction of DNA-
bound RNAP in vesicles was identical to that observed for diffusing complexes
in free solution.
Our results at 21C identified vesicles with free DNA (apparent FRET effi-
ciency E* of ~0.2), static species consistent with RPo (E* ~0.5), and static spe-
cies with E* of ~0.35, which may correspond to a novel reaction intermediate
(RPi) along the path to RPo. Interconversions between RPi and RPo were seen
in ~10% of the traces. In contrast, at 37C, the fraction of dynamic species in-
creases, with most molecules interconverting between the RPi and RPo states;
the overall FRET distribution also shifts towards the RPo state. These results
establish that RPo is dynamic at the timescale of 100-1000 ms, a timescale sim-
ilar to that of NTP addition during RNA synthesis. We are currently extracting
the full state distribution and kinetics of the transitions, and monitoring the real-
time kinetics of initiation.
